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Cryptocurrency Twin Launches App to help Investors Avoid Losing Billions
Published on 07/03/19
ZLOADR limited introduces Zloadr - Bitcoin Wallet 1.0, its new due diligence wallet app
for iOS and Android devices. Zloadr - Bitcoin Wallet offers the latest, most transparent
information on cryptos before investing. The app provides banks, investors and financial
institutions with free unbiased solidly researched information that is completely
transparent; useful and reliable when providing loans, financial assistance or making
investment decisions on crypto-backed properties and assets.
London, United Kingdom - ZLOADR limited today is proud to announce the release and
immediate availability of Zloadr - Bitcoin Wallet 1.0, the company's new due diligence
wallet app developed for iOS and Android devices. The fully-transparent due diligence
wallet app provides banks, investors and financial institutions with free unbiased solidly
researched information that is completely transparent; useful and reliable when providing
loans, financial assistance or making investment decisions on crypto-backed properties and
assets. Users can send, trade, receive, and store cryptocurrency with a greater sense of
security that they are being well-informed before and during the decision-making process.
"We are the only platform offering due diligence and scores on various currencies and
platforms for free" commented founder Sam Enrico Williams, who is one of the
"cryptocurrency twins", well known and respected in the crypto world for launching a
cryptocurrency from their mums' kitchen, which turned them into multi-millionaires
overnight. He goes on to say: "We provide answers to vital investment questions for our
users on a number of cryptocurrencies and crypto related assets, that are available on the
market to use or invest in."
Some of the many highlights of the features of the Zloadr app include: providing Research
& Insights, which include due diligence scores, due diligence reports, and due diligence
filtering; the ability to Send & Receive Traditional Currencies, with low transaction fees
and allowing users to able to exchange between different cryptocurrencies as requested. As
the app continues to spread and grow, more features are sure to be added to keep Zloadr on
the cutting-edge of crypto-related resources and tools.
The Zloadr app clearly makes it over the bar as a fresh new way for investors to make
well-informed decisions when it comes to cryptocurrency investments or making moves of
some kind with the cryptocurrency they already own.
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Requires iOS 12.2 or later
* 15.1 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Zloadr - Bitcoin Wallet 1.0 is Free and available worldwide through the App Store in the
Finance category. There is also an Android version available on Google Play. For more
information, please contact Dominic Brown.
Zloadr - Bitcoin Wallet 1.0:
https://www.zloadr.com
Zloadr Downloads:
https://www.zloadr.com/downloads.php
Download from the App Store:
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https://apps.apple.com/app/zloadr-bitcoin-wallet-app/id1469251859
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.phonegap.Zloadr
Screenshot:
https://www.zloadr.com/new-home/static/img/content/welcome_phone.png
App Icon:
https://is4-ssl.mzstatic.com/image/thumb/Purple123/v4/c1/f2/0e/c1f20e9a-4218-1355-6923-984
12feb2f97/AppIcon-0-1x_U007emarketing-0-0-GLES2_U002c0-512MBsRGB-0-0-0-85-220-0-0-0-10.png/230x0w.jpg

Zloadr Limited has been active since 2014 and is a stable company based in the UK. Not
just existing in the "digital world" it has a brick and mortar headquarters staffed by
very real and knowledgeable people, who offer support 24-hours a day, seven days a week.
All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2019 Zloadr Limited. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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